Bespoke Bird Deterrent Systems
The UK’s largest providers of specialist bird
deterrent systems on a nationwide basis.

IN BUSINESS SINCE 1998

ECO Environmental

Accreditations

Formed in 1998 to provide specialist Bird Control solutions to the
Commercial, Construction, Rail & FM sectors nationwide

At Eco Environmental our Health and Safety practices and compliance have always been of the utmost importance and we are proud of the accreditations that we have

At Eco Environmental we realise that quality is the key when delivering our Bird Control solutions – and as such we strive to
the accreditations that prove our competency in health and safety, quality and environmental management. We currently hold
Safecontractor, CHAS, and RISQS as well as being members of Builders Profile and Gold Constructionline.

We strive to be responsive, flexible, reliable and cost effective because we know that establishing and maintaining long term
relationships with our customers is key to the success and longevity of our business.

Our team of Project Surveyors and Installation Technicians work within a process that has been developed over the years to
include best practice principles allowing our business to deliver both highly technical and traditional projects on a Nationwide
basis.

We are committed to providing a safe, healthy working environment and persistently strive to achieve continuous improvement.
This is achieved by investing a large amount of time and effort on training such as SMSTS, SSSTS, IPAF, PASMA and PTS
Certification.

received. We are members of Builders Profile and Constructionline Gold and have attained accreditations with SafeContrcator, RISQS, and CHAS confirming that our processes
are up to date with the continually increasing standards within our industry.

To download any of our certifications please click on the logos below.

Bird Netting
Bird Nets are an effective bird deterrent providing a discreet and impenetrable barrier
that protects the premises without harming the birds.

Eco’s Bird Netting is one of the most requested control systems and when installed correctly it
is a very successful deterrent system thereby ensuring that your buildings and structures are
protected against all types of urban bird species, in particular Pigeons and Seagulls.
Our humane Bird Nets are constructed from heavy duty, non-stretch, stabilised

Our Project Managers and Installation teams design and install our bespoke Bird

polyethylene and fully protected against the damage that can be caused by UV light.

Netting systems based on the specification either provided from site plans or a
bespoke site survey.

We can supply our nets in various mesh sizes depending on the type of bird species
that we are protecting against. Colour choices are black, stone and translucent. Flame

Subscription to our free severe weather email alerts provided by the Met Office can

retardant netting is also available in black and has a red strand running through it to

help you stay ahead of potentially adverse weather conditions.

denote its flame-retardant properties.

Case Studies of our
Bird Netting in
real-world projects

North British Distillery
Edinburgh

The Renaissance London
Heathrow Hotel, Heathrow

Four Seasons
Wolverhampton

Bird Spikes
Designed for areas of heavy infestation, our bird spikes are an adaptable and easily
installed method of preventing perching birds from landing on almost any surface

Eco Bird Spikes are one of the most effective, robust systems available. They are either made
from high quality UV stabilised polycarbonate plastic or 304 to 316 grade stainless steel.
Designed for areas of heavy infestation, Eco Bird Spikes are an adaptable and easily

Eco Bird Spike is available from a single row for narrow ledges up to wider multi rows

installed method of preventing perching and roosting birds from landing on almost

that are more effective for heavy pressure sites and where a deeper protection is

any surface making this control measure an effective, low-cost way of deterring

required.

birds.
Eco Bird Spikes are normally bonded to the surface material using a strong neutral
Specifically designed for areas of heavy infestation, the angled wires increase the

silicone adhesive to avoid the need to penetrate the surface. This is of particular

effectiveness of the Eco Bird Spike, making it difficult for pigeons to land and so

use when the surface material cannot be drilled as with leaded surfaces, parapet

moving them elsewhere without harming them.

capping and plastic signage.

Case Studies of our
Bird Netting in
real-world projects

Installation of Bird Spikes
by our
Roped Access Abseil Teams

Speke Seagulls given a run
for their money in new
proofing project

UHI Student Accommodation
Elgin

Bird Wire
An almost invisible tensioned bird wire system to prevent perching without damaging
the aesthetics or construction of the building.

An almost invisible tensioned bird wire system to prevent perching without damaging the aesthetics
or construction of the building.
Eco’s Bird Wire is one of the most discrete and widely used anti-perching systems

Bird Wire is a very versatile bird control system and a variety of special components

available in the UK for bird control and bird deterrent solutions. It is effective to

and brackets are available to enable it to be fitted to almost any surface, such as

prevent both feral pigeons and seagulls from perching on the ledges and parapets

roof ridges and metal cladding, making it a bird deterrent system suitable for many

of buildings.

applications.

Our bird wire system consists of a fine, nylon-coated, spring-tensioned stainless

Our highly trained, nationwide teams of bird control installers and technicians are

steel wire supported by stainless steel posts, which are fixed into stonework using

able to provide you with personal and professional advice and service to create a

nylon anchor rivets. The posts are available in various sizes and stainless steel split

bird deterrent solution that works for you.

pins can be used to fix the wire into window reveals. The posts, springs, wires and
split pins are made of corrosion resistant 316-grade stainless steel.

Case Studies of our
Bird Wire in
real-world projects

Eco Environmental complete
Bird protection package
at Bath Spa University for
Skanska Construction

Eco Environmental Services
complete Rumney Primary
Health facility for Vinci
Construction South Wales

Take action now and control
the pecking order on your
Roofs and Buildings.

Ballast Netting
Ballast Netting is a cost-effective
way to prevent Gulls and Crows
from picking up and dropping
ballast pebbles from height.

Ballasted
rooftops
are
becoming a popular building
option in schools, hospitals
and larger Office blocks.
They provide an attractive,
cost effective covering for
warm roofs that blends well
with a range of architectural
styles. Gulls and Corvid (Crow
family) problems can be quite
common on ballast roofing
as the birds will often pick up
the pebble ballast, mistaking
them for food, they will drop
the stones (20mm – 80mm)
from a great height in an
attempt to open them.

Falling ballast is an obvious Health and Safety risk to the general public and all who

Choosing the correct fixings and netting gauge is critical to ensuring a long lasting,

use the buildings and surrounding areas such as car parks and outside space areas

cost effective solution as is installing the system to the roofs without causing any

on a daily basis - as an example the most attractive ballast size found dropped

damage.

measures between 20mm -100mm.
Our specialist teams are professionally trained in cutting, joining and tensioning our
We can supply our Eco Ballast nets in various mesh sizes. Colour choices are black,

Eco Ballast Nets.

stone and translucent.
Eco Ballast Nets can be installed without any mechanical fixings. which means that
Flame retardant netting is also available in black and has a red strand running

no fixings are required through the waterproof systems and all roof warranties are

through it to denote its flame-retardant properties.

protected.

Case Studies of our
Ballast Netting
in real-world projects

Admirable result for Eco
Environmental Services Ltd on
Pebble Ballast Roof

Eco Environmental completes
Pebble Ballast Netting for
Birmingham University’s
Chamberlain Student
Accommodation project.

Ballast Netting at the
Queen Elizabeth Hospital
Birmingham

Contraband Netting
Eco Environmental anti-contraband nets have been installed to the exercise yards and
sensitive areas of most of the Irish Prison Service as well as numerous UK mainland
establishments including HM Prisons and UK Immigration Centres.

Eco’s Anti-Contraband Nets have been installed to the exercise yards and sensitive areas of most
of the Irish Prison Service as well as numerous UK mainland establishments including HM Prisons
and UK Immigration Centres.
Over the years we have enhanced our Anti-contraband installations, designing them

Subscription to our free severe weather email alerts provided by the Met Office can

to be considerably stronger than standard industry Bird Net installations where

help you stay ahead of potentially adverse weather conditions.

these systems originated, to cater for snow settlement/loading making us one of the
MOJ’s preferred suppliers.

Eco’s Anti-Contraband Netting Systems comprise of an effective mesh that provides
a discreet and impenetrable barrier that protects the premises from drug and
contraband from landing inside sensitive areas such as prison and immigration
Exercise Yards.

Case Studies of our Contraband Netting
in real-world projects

Historically 19mm flame retardant nets have been installed however the majority of
the packages launched in to the yards are tennis ball size and above.

Therefore, one could consider increasing the size of the net from 19mm to 28mm or
even 50mm net mesh sizes. Flame retardant netting is also available and has a red
strand running through it to denote its flame-retardant properties.

The risk of snow settlement on top of the netting has led to further developments in
the configuration, installation and on-going maintenance of our Eco Anti-Contraband
System.

Contraband Netting Stifles
Drug Traffic

Contraband & Prison Netting

UK Areas Covered
Our Bird Control Specialists provide bird
deterrent solutions to clients all over the UK.
With 20 years Bird Prevention experience and by supplying and installing our bespoke
Bird Control solutions to countless locations around the UK, Eco Environmental have over
the years built the trust and credibility with our clients allowing us to develop our strong
brand and presence within the Bird Control industry.

Ongoing collaboration with our clients enables them to achieve their most important
objectives. Our specialist knowledge to create the most effective Bird Control Solutions
to suit our individual clients’ requirements means that we can supply all aspects of Bird
Netting, Bird Wire and Bird Spikes through to Pigeon Deterrents, Seagull Deterrent
systems and everything in between to a Nationwide audience.

Wales & South West

Scotland

South East

North West

West Midlands

East Midlands

North East

South Coast

Tel: 01752 669009
Email:

info@ecoltd.net

Head Office: Eco Environmental Services Ltd
Unit 3, Mary Seacole Road, The Millfields, Plymouth, Devon, PL1 3JY, United Kingdom

